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Abstract
This paper would like to present some important theoretical aspects and observations over the large format projections in
planetariums with special interest on the Educational values after seeing Content in the first digital planetarium of Romania.
The role and the need for interdisciplinary studies in improving the Planetarium Educational Astronomy tasks and contents
are pointed out as a present necessity. For the moment, this paper is also an open invitation that intends to encourage well-
regarded scientists who are also interested in how to understand and design video & audio content for multimedia full-domes,
commonly called planetarium movies.
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1. Motive.
This paper would like to present some important theoretical aspects and observations over the large format
projections in planetariums with special interest on the Educational values of the Public Perception after seeing
the Planetarium Public Full-dome Shows Content. The role and the need for the full-dome movie aesthetics
studies in improving the Planetarium Educational Astronomy tasks and content is pointed out as a present
necessity.
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Astronomy lovers, scientists and enthusiasts, we all want to help people to understand the spirit of Cosmos
with some methods, some equipment …part of the Cosmos, too. For more than 40 years, the Cosmos is more
touchable, the astronomy issues are the middle of geopolitics and back up many real, silent, expensive and
outgoing Space Races.
All over the world, several kinds of astronomical societies, located in scientific and public astronomical
observatories or in the whole array of planetariums and science centres, try to vulgarize this quest and to involve
people in re-learning and re-observing the Sky. Thrill-seekers, speculators, dream-sellers take their share, too,
from this top daily issue.
2. The Romanian Context.
Romania has legit astrologists, astrology TV and Radio broadcast, but no permanent Astronomy classes on
school or Astronomers school. Are the Planetarium Shows IMAX type projections or digital video fortune-telling
shows! This issue is already here, in Romania, for almost five years. The first Romanian Digital Educational
Planetarium and the first HD Planetarium Projection System from South-Eastern European Regional Museums is
running since September, the 4th, 2008 in the Arges County Museum, in Pitesti. Unfortunately, the Planetarium
Projects concerns, regarding the Educational values, depicted from the visitors perception after seeing
planetarium shows, are not a specific line of order written in the most of the Planetarium Project Task Book, but
serious debates were hold within planetarium developers and end-users implicated in planetarium projects.
The Arges County Museum Planetarium was designed observing the International Planetarium Society (IPS)
Recommendations dated in 2006. Several round-tables with planetarium equipment and show producers &
dealers were held in 2007. No matter the marketing machine used, every planetarium is a custom made kit of
equipment. We were pleased to receive on the site specific know-how data from Johan Gijsenbergs and Glenn
Smith, SkySkan consultants and from Christophe Bertier, RSA Cosmos representative and, of course, by mail,
from Spitz Inc. and Zeiss Planetarium specialists. First, one must educate the client to make it figure out what
should be the planetarium it is going to be ordered. The client, the Arges County Museum Planetarium Building
team, meaning Museum Top Management and Natural Sciences Section museologists pointed out all the time the
importance of having an educational astronomy facility based on an up-to-date full-dome theatre technology. The
perception of Museum visitors interested in astronomy and related sciences was and represents the key factor in
designing the Arges County Museum Planetarium facilities and operations. These concerns were expressed and
translated in most of the technical terms from the Arges Planetarium Task Book. Nevertheless, a Concise Guide
for Designing Digital Planetarium in Romania is still a must-to-have document especially in the benefit of the
museums and science centres audience.
The budgetary limits and the existing building for the planetarium were permissive to install a 7 m flat dome
HD digital full-dome projection system intent to be used as an Educational Planetarium in the benefit of 40
persons each projection session. The Arges County Council, meaning the Arges County people financed the
works. The second European Planetarium developer and producer, RSA Cosmos from Saint Etienne (France)
gained the tender to build the Arges County Museum Planetarium. It also produced and installed the first French
Digital Educational Planetarium, the AstroNef, in the Saint Etienne Town hall Operated facilities, in 2005.
In March, 2009, Mike Murray, IPS (International Planetarium Society) Professional Services Committee
Chair, US Clark Planetarium Chair presented a document named Planetarium Operations and Management.
These pages resume these debates regarding planetarium role in our contemporary cultural, social, economic
society. For sure, this document it is still a work in progress [1]. In the general terms, IPS agrees that
planetariums continue to serve several roles in their communities: They are interpreters and tellers of astronomy
and space science; They support and enhance the teaching of astronomy and related subjects within the formal
education system; They provide a community resource for reliable astronomical information; They can offer
interdisciplinary or even artistic programming. Not all planetariums incorporate all of these roles or do so to the
same degree. At one extreme might be the full-dome video theatre with 3D immersive animation. However, a
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major public facility might have a strong emphasis on both public shows and school presentations. A college or
school facility may emphasize programming for the formal education system at specific levels with some or no
public programs. And at the other extreme could be a small or portable planetarium with 100% use for school
activities.
As writing this paper, the Arges County Museum Planetarium reach an average of 20.000-25.000 visitors per
year since opening, from which over 70% are pupils and students from the Southern part of Romania (most of
them from the Bucharest City and from Arges Prahova, Dambovita, Teleorman, Giurgiu, Valcea, Dolj counties).
Five times more visitors per year for the museum when the planetarium was not built. Judging the IPS first sight
classification, the Arges County Museum Planetarium is an HD full-dome video theatre with 2D and future
possible 3D immersive animation capabilities. It means the planetarium proven to be a good business.
3. The Image as Educator through planetarium full-dome use.
From the cinematographer’s perspective, the Arges County Museum Planetarium planetarians communicates
astronomy content to the museum visitors using large format still, animated and moving images, Real Footage
Origin or Virtual Reality Origin ones. The Planetarium visitor image perception understanding requires a brief
review on communication means.
The history of communication has been described as a history of interfaces that deliver more information
with greater sensory realism to more sensorimotor channels [2]. Moving from print to voice to image, the goal of
technological improvements to communication media has been towards greater verisimilitude of these
technologies with human communication capabilities. To reach imaging technologies verisimilitude, “calls for
displays that come closer to matching the width and height of our full field of view” are welcomed and desired, a
research theme and a patent subject, too [3]. The Virtual Reality (VR) has the potential to become the
communication medium that best matches the human potential for vision, but currently is limited by cost of the
technology and issues of computer speed to provide the image quality needed to mimic that of the human eye.
Television, in spite of its worldwide infrastructure is also limited in its capability, even with the wide planned
implementation of HDTV. The HDTV signal is to be generalized in the whole Europe since 2012. Although,
HDTV is at best a compromise with its promise aspect ratio of 1.77:1, it cannot even duplicate the experience of
seeing a film on a large screen in a movie theatre [4]. Moreover, today, 2k become an almost common definition
for main digital full-dome projections and full-dome video specialists are already working to project 4k and 8k
pixels resolution files on the planetarium domes.
Of all the imaging technologies, only film currently seems to be able to reach the potential for verisimilitude,
especially as represented in the large format films, often commonly referred to as IMAX films. The large format
moving pictures occupies a unique niche in the cinematic experience due to this race for matching the width and
height of our full field of view. As institutional entity and cultural instrument, the Museum must cope with this
new sparing-partner in order to get its share from public interest in being informed and spending free time. In
response, as a “cultural form indebted to technology”, the large format theatres have recently been associated also
in complex with museums and science centres [5]. The IMAX, one of the XXth Century cinematic curious tool,
has been set to display museum items and issues. These institutions have influenced the content of large format
films through their emphasis on learning and their designation as sites for informal learning experiences.
3.1. Museums and Large format films.
The need for museums to sell seats to the large format films, - as these theatres are much-needed sources of
operating revenue -, means that the content of large format films must match with the consumer needs and with
the mission statements of the museums. The full-dome rooms are designed to data-feeding, not for thrill-seekers
sake. Let’s talk about the horizon line. In the educational planetariums, the horizon line is easy-to-be-noticed, is a
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compulsory landmark, an orientation helper. In IMAX installations, public must to be driven to a dive in the
projection. The projection must be as much as really immersive and enveloping the audience. The Arges County
Museum Planetarium is designed to have the perceptive horizon need for an educational planetarium, the wall is
2 meters high, as close as to a human being high standing in the planetarium room. This wall high simulates a
normal viewing on the sky to the viewers.
The audience, as an integral part of the large format experience, is led to participate in someone else’s
subjective view of reality. Particularly, for the dome theatres where there is no boundary or frame to the image,
meaning the extension of the range of vision beyond human acuity, the viewer becomes part of the image, often
shifting and moving in synchronicity with the action on the screen. As there is “substantial evidence for the idea
that large screens promote perceived realism of media content and perceptions of presence”, the technological
impact of large format may extend beyond that of the dissemination of information to the social concept of reality
[6].
One can be sure that, beyond its educational astronomy, natural sciences or even history orientated content of
the planetarium shows, lies the fact that large format is a communication tool founded by the premise that the
technology is what makes it special, because it tries to mimic as much as possible the human capabilities to
harvest visual and audio data, especially. It is like the sugar that envelope a hard-to-swallow medicine. The large
format is “more than a bit of flashy bait to get people into a dying institution; it promotes a discursive relation,
and a specifically technological one, between a public and its education”, and, of course, the planetarium
animators. “To adopt a [large format] gaze is to find oneself firmly asking questions into an epistemological
purview that covers both the museum and the new entertainment technologies” [7]. What effect does the
technology have on the production of large format films / shows for planetariums? Some predictable answers are
ready. However, even today, the technological limitations of the large format technology on filmic conventions
follows the Chaplin style of long shots that allow the audience time to identify with the experience [8]. What
effect does the technology and the large format films / shows for planetariums on the museum public? This is the
question all the planetarians are asking and answering as well.
4. Searching the rules of producing full-dome movies.
In case we open this box, we must say from the start that large format films have specific requirements for
both production and display that are directly related to the nature of the technology and to the visitor perception.
A viewer of large format films finds themselves consuming not just the film itself, but the technology as well.
From the moment when the viewer enters the large format theatre/digital planetarium, it is the technology that
dominates the viewer’s interactions. The screen size, the image quality, the audio fidelity, and the editing
conventions are all factors impacted and driven by the technology and the factors that build up the visitor
perception of planetarium show content. These factors can open the visitor to participative stage of learning-by-
seeing & hearing and of interactivity with the animator as if we were would be under a clear star shiny sky.
The show length and the disorientation effects of rapid cuts impacts both use of shot/reverse shot and rapid
scene changes. Lighting needs (for the high resolution images) affects the ability to light close-ups, which are
also impacted by the potential overwhelming impact of an extreme size human face. The screen shape can impact
the framing and mise en scene construction of each shot. Rapid camera movements can induce vertigo in the
viewer as well as affect the ability of the viewer to pan the image. The Arges County Museum Planetarium shows
are carefully selected and produced by educational planetarium teams and planetarium show producers like
Astronef (today, http://www.planetarium-st-etienne.fr), 3D Creation and RSA Creation.
These shows have the length and the images framing and motions according to properly deliver educational
astronomy content to the audience. All communication media have characteristics that alter the means by which
information is presented and received. The Radio introduced immediacy to communication, over the decades of
its development, the film introduced motion, sound and colour to communication, and the cell phones introduced
mobility. An unwritten goal for changing and improving communication channels is that the aim of improving
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communication is to create “interfaces that deliver information to more sensorimotor channels with increased
sensory realism in each channel” [9].
An issue for this discussion on large format shows is answered knowing how these technological
characteristics of this medium affects communication, especially when the medium is used for such informal
education goals as increasing the public’s knowledge of science and technology.
The Arges County Museum Planetarium benefits from its HD projection system, but the animators, the
scientific mediators activity is orientated to permanently update the astronomy information offered to the
audience in order to promote interactivity and to constantly produce 2D sky simulations. The audience is always
coming back in the planetarium to see new shows.
Indeed, for audience, new shows matters! But screen size…increasing the screen size has been correlated
with the development of presence, which is the sense of being part of the action. The Presence, this modern
public forum refocuses the communication pattern of sender-receiver. In that mediated arena, environments are
re-created and then re-experienced [10]. Due to the building dimensions, the Arges County Museum Planetarium
Room dimension was restricted to a 7 meter flat dome, fair to accommodate up to 40 persons, meaning the
number of the pupils from a the largest class in Romanian Educational system, including the teachers. Research
on the role of screen size may have been “fragmentary and unsystematic” [11], but assuming a direct parallel
between the studies that have been performed on television screen sizes and large format, we can reach the
conclusion that the information presented in large format will have greater retention and would be seen as more
enjoyable [12]. On the other hand, it is the concept of presence that has been implicated in the development of
physiological arousal, feelings of self-motion, motion sickness, enjoyment, involvement, improved task
performance and skill training, psychological desensitization, persuasion, distorted memory and social
judgments, and more intense social relationships [13]. These good or bad social relationships could be promoted
or, of course, could be avoided by designing the appropriate dome position regarding the planetarium floor, the
planetarium wall high and the seats.
The Arges County Museum Planetarium is provided with a flat dome in order to have a simulated but normal
sky positioned above the heads of the visitors. The seats are designed to be comfortable for sky watching for long
periods up to one hour. The Planetarium audience is prepared to receive information through large format films
shows with appropriate lighting system, full-dome still images and planetarium mediator specific explanations.
Children are admitted in the planetarium only after 4 years age old and only accompanied by their parents or
teachers and in order to see just planetarium shows made for children education.
5. Ratio prima for Large Format films use in full-domes.
5.1 The Large Format is a communicator vector in Planetariums - a statement that reflects a trend in the last 15
years of the planetarium business. This is the closest image to the sky image from the point of human perception.
Technological determinists might comment that large format film is an example of the dominance of visual
communication and can be related to the subordination of the written word in favour of the visual. The fact that
large format has spanned the domination of communication channels by visual media, yet has not broken out of
the institutional linkages with museums and science centres is more in line with the fact that large format is an
enabling or facilitating factor leading to potential opportunities which may or may not be taken up in particular
societies or periods.
5.2 The Large format orders and organizes specific, reality matched images to present to the audience a specific
understanding of the world that lies beyond the screen, and yet leaves them with the impression that they have
been there, done that. The world of large format is a safe destination where the light is always right, the view
spectacular, and the “other” safely reduced to comprehensible and comfortable interaction. This access point to
otherness, the “tourist gaze” [15], extends the reach of the large format film as a social and cultural institution,
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and provides a departure point for the unknown through an appropriately narrated version of reality through the
inauthenticity of the pseudo-visit [16].
5.3 As a niche communicator, I must point out that the large format occupies an extremely important position in
the education and enlightenment of individuals across the socioeconomic spectrum. The museums and the
science centres, through primarily attended by middle class families on weekends, are dependent on school
groups attendance during the week. Many museums make it a part of their mission statement to reach out to those
groups and individuals who would otherwise not be represented in the weekend gate receipts, so large format is
in a unique selling position, a curiosity, a niche to positively impact the knowledge base of groups unrepresented
in the visitor pool.
5.4 Help people to understand the spirit of why. The large format images as planetarium shows displayed in full-
dome theatres are the astronomy lovers, scientists and enthusiasts means to help people to understand the spirit of
why, for more than 40 years, the man is traveling in Cosmos, is reaching it. The astronomy issues benefits are
among us. The permanent expensive and outgoing Space Races is asking for everybody’s support and
understanding. Cosmos is real, is fun, is dangerous, is full of potentials for our society. This is now the Ultima
Thule and the contemporary New World, too!
Both TV producer and planetarium mediator/animator and future planetarium show producer, I am
investigating the animated or real motion image used in the planetarium and its viewer perception studying the
Arges County Museum Planetarium activity form inside. In the outside is the world, the society, in fact, my
audience, those for whom I am working. Are they Socially Aware and Ready to receive the Cosmos in their life
or are we, the planetarium content producers aware of their Astronomy Education Needs, of the images they need
to understand today the Cosmos?
6. On conclusion, I must insist on the reason of this paper. I or one can manage to learn and built an exemplary
medium full-dome theatre, but producing multimedia full-dome movies is quite harder than expected in case one
can not want just to play canned-shows. There are thrill-seekers, speculators, dreams-sellers that take their share,
too, from this top daily issue: Social Aware and Readiness on Cosmos. As planetarian, I am not afraid of other
planetarium better operation, but of people’s ignorance and easiness to believe in pseudo-sciences like astrology,
for instance. The preponderance of unscientific approaches to understanding cosmos-social phenomena definitely
can be solved step by step making the script, according to public interest in some stories, but the main issue is
still how to put the story on the screen, as images and sound. For the moment, this paper is only a one of the first
steps into the digital planetarium proper building, operation and activity evaluation, but also an open invitation
that intends to encourage well-regarded scientists who are also interested in how to understand and design video
& audio content for multimedia full-domes, commonly called planetarium movies.
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